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• Jesus And Identity 
• Jesus And Stress
• Jesus And Relationships
• Jesus And Your Future
• Jesus And Culture 
• Jesus And Your Image
• Jesus And Loving Others
• Jesus And Forgiveness
• Jesus And Stuff
• Jesus And Tough Times
• Jesus And Influence 
• Jesus And Mean People
 

For a relationship that’s supposed to trump all others, our students’ relationship with 
Jesus can sometimes be hit or miss. This doesn’t make them wrong or bad. It simply makes 
them human. Part of learning to follow Jesus is learning what the faith that forms the foundation 
of this relationship looks like. The good news? Jesus had a lot to say about this faith.

Jesus And Your Faith, part of The Jesus Studies, looks at four examples of Jesus’ teachings on faith. 
Your students will understand exactly what faith in Christ is supposed to look like; how this faith 
impacts their lives; and how their faith is a vehicle for impacting the world in Jesus’ name. 

Teach Jesus And Your Faith and help students discover what true faith in Christ looks like.

Jesus And Your Faith is 1 of 13 titles in The Jesus Studies 
line of Bible study curriculum that includes:

What’s included in The Jesus Studies
	 •	4	Interactive	Leader’s	Guides	complete	with	Bible	Background
	 •	12	out-of-class	devotions
	 •	4	Parent	Pages	for	at-home	discipleship
	 •	PowerPoint	backgrounds	and	Promo	Art
	 •	Teacher	Prep	Video	to	help	you	prepare
	 •	100%	downloadable!
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